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Porins Overview
Porins such as OmpC[1], are proteins
located in the outer membrane of
gram-negative bacteria or the outer
membrane of mitochondria in eukaryotes
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and function as simple diffusion channels.
The simple diffusion channels allow
E. coli OmpC
diffusion of sugars, ions, and amino acids
to cross the outer membrane. Formation of
porins occurs when a signal sequence is
used to transfer the porin protein out from
the inner membrane of bacteria. For this to occur, chaperone protein Sec B containing an unfolded
polypeptide chain sends out a signal. This signal is sent to Sec A ATPase and binds to the Sec B
complex. The polypeptide is then released and sent to the Sec E – Sec Y translocation channel where it
begins to fold into partially assembled beta-sheets. The lipid-binding region located in the hydrophobic
core of the partially assembled beta-sheets will then pull the complex into the outer membrane. Once in
the outer membrane, the beta-sheets completely form by the alternating polar/non-polar side chains.
Once porins have formed, structural components, functions, and energetic processes can be observed.

Structure
The general structure of porins is most recognized by its secondary structures. Porins secondary
structures consist of a beta-barrel and most commonly have an oligomeric state as a homotrimer, which
consists of three identical subunits each being a beta-barrel. The beta-barrel is normally made up of 300
to 400 amino acids, which normally forms around 16 anti-parallel beta strands, which are tilted at
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45-degree angles[3]. Each beta strand consists of an arrangement of
alternating polar/non-polar amino acids. Residues of porins located at
the exterior of the beta-barrel consists of non-polar hydrophobic amino
acid residues, the middle consists of aromatic residues, and the interior
consists of polar hydrophilic amino acid residues. The beta-barrel is
also surrounded by a non-polar hydrophobic belt, which is composed of
both phenylalanine and tyrosine residues. Porins additionally have
Trimer and Monomer view of
pores, water-filled channels inside, beta-hairpins that make up the
Porins [2]
smooth end of the beta-barrel, and irregular loops which make up the
rough end of the beta-barrel. Located in the center of porins is a
constriction zone located halfway down the water-filled channel called
the eyelet. The eyelet contains both positively and negative charged amino acids. Positively charged
amino acids consists of, three arginine, one histidine, and two lysine, which are located on one side of
the beta-barrel wall. Negatively charged amino acids consist of, four glutamic acids and seven aspartic
acids located on the opposite wall the beta-barrel. To counter act the excess of negative charge, there are
two calcium ions attached near the eyelet. These positively and negatively charged amino acids are
located at opposite sides of the water-filled channel to create an electric field. The inside of porins, the
hole of the beta-barrel is composed of hydrophilic chains. Lastly, some porins have salt-bridges between
their N-terminus and C-terminus.

Function
Porins have many functions in context of its structural components. The main function of porins is
passive diffusion channels so that sugars, ions, and amino acids may pass through the outer membrane.
For this to occur however, several other functions from other components must occur. One of these
components are the hydrophilic chains that line the inside of the beta-barrel of porins. The function of
the hydrophilic chains is to create a polar environment within the ring to help sugars, ions, and amino
acids to pass through. Another important component is the eyelet or constriction zone located inside the
middle of the beta-barrel of porins. The eyelet blocks the water-filled channel of porins and determines
what the size capacity and ion selectivity is for a solute to pass through. If a porin has salt-bridges
between its N-terminus and C-terminus then it will create more stability for the structure. Lastly, the
outside loops formed by the anti-parallel beta-sheets are rigid and packed close together. This allows
porins to become highly resistant to proteases and detergents.

Energetics
The components and functions of porins can be brought together with its energetics to explain porins
main function, simple diffusion. Porins have passive-mediated
transport, which is also called facilitated diffusion[5]. Facilitated
diffusion allows sugars, ions, amino acids, and polar molecules to pass
through the outer membrane. This occurs because of the result of a
concentration gradient where solutes travel from an area of high
concentration to an area of low concentration. More specifically, porins
Facilitated Diffusion [4]
are channel-forming ionophores which are solvent-filled channels
where selected ions can pass through. The selectivity comes from the
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electrochemical gradient that is formed inside the middle of the porin at the constriction zone. The
constriction zone is the eyelet and is surrounded by the positively charged and negatively charged amino
acids attached to opposite walls of the beta barrel and the calcium ions. The source of energy for porins
and its facilitated diffusion is through its exergonic process. The driving force of this energy is from the
concentration gradient, which means no energy is given by transporters. When solutes diffuse through
porins from high concentration to low concentration, the entropy becomes positive and creates more
disorder and free energy becomes negative. As a result, energy is released.

OmpF:4GCP
Certain porins such as 4gcp[6] contain ligands, which operate as it's eyelet. The ligand for 4gcp is an
antibody, ampicillin, which is zwitterionic. The zwitterionic ampicillin
antibody contains both positive and negative charge which allows
molecules of various charges to transfer through. Other features of the
4gcp porin is that they are found in E.coli, they are non-specific, and
they contain two chains (A, B). The rest of the features of the 4gcp
porin are the same as the general structure of porins described earlier.
OmpF: 4gcp

Ampicillin [7]

PhoE:1PHO
Unlike the 4gcp porin, some porins contain no ligands to operate as it's eyelet. An example of a porin
without a ligand would be the 1pho[8] porin. Instead of having a ligand
as it's eyelet, 1pho has a loop inside, which operates as it's constriction
zone or eyelet. This loop is slightly anion selective and creates ion
selectivity for molecules to pass through the porin. Other features of the
1pho porin is that they are found in E. coli, they are transports
PhoE: 1pho
phosphate compounds, and they contain only one chain (A). The rest of
the features of the 1pho porin are the same as the general structure of
porins described earlier.
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